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Coal heating: sensible but challenging
Coal heat is the smart and economical choice for many 
homes, but it does have its challenges. No matter how 
diligent you are, maintaining constant, comfortable 
temperature throughout the day or night can be difficult. 
While every automatic feed appliance has mechanisms to 
regulate combustion, using a typical on/off thermostat can 
produce room temperature ranges up to 15 degrees off the 
setting. Frustration with the uncomfortable results often 
leads to reliance on the manual stoker control, requiring 
constant attention and frequent guesswork, especially if 
the weather suddenly changes from sunny to stormy. Both 
of these methods can cause wasted fuel, unsatisfactory 
heating, and extra work for you. 

At last…cost-effective 
heat control for your 
coal stove or furnace
Coal-Trol Digital is 
the only temperature 
control system designed 
specifically for coal-
burning appliances.  Combining a computerized thermostat 
with a stove-mounted control module, it solves the problems 
described above, allowing for room temperature accuracy 
to within ±1°F, and reducing fuel usage an average of 11%. 
The easy-to-use push-button interface resembles a standard 
thermostat, but the coal-specific programming provides 
constant information to manage fuel feed, air flow and fan 
speed. Not only is the fuel feed more regular, it is also 
continuously variable in response to the needs of your home.  
If the sun comes out or a blizzard blows in, the Coal-Trol 
Digital system will deliver the exact amount of fuel needed 
to maintain constant temperature without waste. 

Get the most from your investment  
with Coal-Trol Digital
Add Coal-Trol Digital to your existing 
stove, or choose it with a new one, 
and enjoy comfort and savings  
at your fingertips. 

UL Listed  Made in USA   
Ask your dealer  

for a demonstration  
or contact us directly.

www.CoalTrolDigital.com 
www.AutomationCorrect.com

315-299-3589

Thermostat available in Ash (shown) or Coal

It’s a smarter system right  
out of the box. No over-feeds, 

no burnouts, 
and adjustable 
settings that 
really work.

TEMPERATURE CONTROL SYSTEM


